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MMajor political developments in Sri Lanka continued toajor political developments in Sri Lanka continued to

be shaped by a context in which all the political actorsbe shaped by a context in which all the political actors

in the country have been preoccupied with issues of transitionin the country have been preoccupied with issues of transition

from the protracted civil war which ended from the protracted civil war which ended in May 2009. Thisin May 2009. This

was also the context in which Sri Lanka’s external relationswas also the context in which Sri Lanka’s external relations

as well as actions of external actors towards Sri Lankaas well as actions of external actors towards Sri Lanka

occurred.occurred.

There were also other significant political developments thatThere were also other significant political developments that

were not directly related to themes of post-civil war transition.were not directly related to themes of post-civil war transition.

Developments within political parties, local governmentDevelopments within political parties, local government

elections, government-oelections, government-opposition relations, human pposition relations, human rights andrights and

media freedom are key themes among them.media freedom are key themes among them.

The events in 2011 also demonstrated tThe events in 2011 also demonstrated that Sri Lanka’s ethnichat Sri Lanka’s ethnic

conflict was far from over, although the civil war ended inconflict was far from over, although the civil war ended in

May 2009. The conflict has assumed a new shape andMay 2009. The conflict has assumed a new shape and

character. It takes place in the domestic political arena ascharacter. It takes place in the domestic political arena as

well as well as internationallyinternationally..

Regime ConsolidationRegime Consolidation

OOne of the key priorities of President Rajapaksa in 2010ne of the key priorities of President Rajapaksa in 2010

was the consolidation of his position as the country’swas the consolidation of his position as the country’s

president and the stabilization of his coalition regime. Thepresident and the stabilization of his coalition regime. The

winning of the presidential and parliamentary elections, heldwinning of the presidential and parliamentary elections, held

in January and April 2010, respectively, enabled him to achievein January and April 2010, respectively, enabled him to achieve

a considerable measure of regime stability. Although thea considerable measure of regime stability. Although the

president had expected a two-thirds majority victory at thepresident had expected a two-thirds majority victory at the

parliamentary electionparliamentary election, the United People’s Freedom Alliance, the United People’s Freedom Alliance

(UPFA) obtained 144 seats in the 225-member Parliament,(UPFA) obtained 144 seats in the 225-member Parliament,

six seats short of the target. In August 2010 Presidentsix seats short of the target. In August 2010 President

Rajapaksa succeeded in persuading the Sri Lanka MuslimRajapaksa succeeded in persuading the Sri Lanka Muslim

Congress (SLMC) with eight MPs Congress (SLMC) with eight MPs to join the to join the UPFUPFA coalitionA coalition

government. This assured Rajapakse a two-thirds majoritygovernment. This assured Rajapakse a two-thirds majority

in Parliament. No government in Sri Lanka after 1989 hadin Parliament. No government in Sri Lanka after 1989 had

managed to obtain such overwhelming legislatmanaged to obtain such overwhelming legislat ive power.ive power.

Government Policy towards the Ethnic ConflictGovernment Policy towards the Ethnic Conflict

TThe Sri Lankan government’s policy towards thehe Sri Lankan government’s policy towards the

management of ethnic relations in the post-civil warmanagement of ethnic relations in the post-civil war

context has been defined by a specific approach which,context has been defined by a specific approach which,

although not clearly stated, is discernible from its policies asalthough not clearly stated, is discernible from its policies as

well as broad ideological perspectives shared by key actorswell as broad ideological perspectives shared by key actors

of the UPFA of the UPFA coalition. The basic poscoalition. The basic postulates of this approtulates of this approachach

appear to be the following:appear to be the following:

(i) Sri Lanka does not have an ethnic conflict as such. What(i) Sri Lanka does not have an ethnic conflict as such. What

existed during the past three decades has been a terroristexisted during the past three decades has been a terrorist

problem. The terrorist challenge to the state, led by theproblem. The terrorist challenge to the state, led by the

LiberatiLiberation Tigers of Ton Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), has been militariamil Eelam (LTTE), has been militarilyly

defeated. In case the terrorist threat re-emerges, thedefeated. In case the terrorist threat re-emerges, the

government should maintain its capacitgovernment should maintain its capacity to quash such threatsy to quash such threats

immediately by military means.immediately by military means.

(ii) Since there is no (ii) Since there is no ethnic conflict with political dimensions,ethnic conflict with political dimensions,

there is no need for a there is no need for a political solution for devolution or power-political solution for devolution or power-

sharing. The attention of the government should be focusedsharing. The attention of the government should be focused

not on finding a political solution to a non-existing ethnicnot on finding a political solution to a non-existing ethnic

conflict, but on rehabilitation and resettlement tasks, alongconflict, but on rehabilitation and resettlement tasks, along

with economic development.with economic development.

(iii) The Tamil people do have grievances. They primarily(iii) The Tamil people do have grievances. They primarily

emanate from two sources. These are: (a) uneven regionalemanate from two sources. These are: (a) uneven regional

development to which the Northern and Eastern provincesdevelopment to which the Northern and Eastern provinces

have been subjected since independence, and (b)have been subjected since independence, and (b)

consequences of the war during the past three decades. Theconsequences of the war during the past three decades. The

priority of the government should be to address economicpriority of the government should be to address economic

and infrastructure development.and infrastructure development.

(iv) The task of national i(iv) The task of national integration and nation-building needntegration and nation-building need

to be achieved through economic integration of the Northto be achieved through economic integration of the North

and East with the rest of the country. Economic integration,and East with the rest of the country. Economic integration,

and not devolution, is the essential precondition for post-civiland not devolution, is the essential precondition for post-civil

war national integration in Sri Lanka.war national integration in Sri Lanka.

This new approach of the government to the conflict hasThis new approach of the government to the conflict has

produced critical responses as well. produced critical responses as well. They have emerged fromThey have emerged from

local and international civil societlocal and international civil society groups and in a subduedy groups and in a subdued

manner from India as well as western countries. Themanner from India as well as western countries. The

government’s assumption that the Sri Lankan conflict hasgovernment’s assumption that the Sri Lankan conflict has

come to an end with the military defeat of the LTTE is notcome to an end with the military defeat of the LTTE is not

shared by critics. Their assertion is that although the militaryshared by critics. Their assertion is that although the military

phase of the conflict is over, the conflict continues to existphase of the conflict is over, the conflict continues to exist

and therefore it now requires a political solution. Critics alsoand therefore it now requires a political solution. Critics also

say that if a political solution is not advanced by thesay that if a political solution is not advanced by the

government, the ethnic conflict is very likely to becomegovernment, the ethnic conflict is very likely to become

exacerbated, even in the absence of the LTTE.exacerbated, even in the absence of the LTTE.
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Search for a Political SolutionSearch for a Political Solution

AAlthough the government does not seem to think itlthough the government does not seem to think it

necessary to implement a political solution to the ethnicnecessary to implement a political solution to the ethnic

conflict, it has been engaging in discussions with the Tamilconflict, it has been engaging in discussions with the Tamil

National Alliance (TNA) on the theme of a political solution,National Alliance (TNA) on the theme of a political solution,

primarily in response to international pressure. This pressureprimarily in response to international pressure. This pressure

for government-TNA talks for a negotiated political solutionfor government-TNA talks for a negotiated political solution

has emanated from the USA, India, has emanated from the USA, India, the EU countries, Canadathe EU countries, Canada

and to a limited degree Japan. This and to a limited degree Japan. This process of dialogue beganprocess of dialogue began

in 2010 and continued through 2011. In 2010 in 2010 and continued through 2011. In 2010 the governmentthe government

appointed a committee to maintain the dialogue process.appointed a committee to maintain the dialogue process.

However, the government-TNA dialogue did not produHowever, the government-TNA dialogue did not produce anyce any

concrete outcome in 2011.concrete outcome in 2011.

The lack of clarity on The lack of clarity on the government’the government’s position on s position on a politicala political

solution and tsolution and the deep mistrust between the deep mistrust between the UPFA he UPFA governmentgovernment

and the TNA are two factors that have led to the protractionand the TNA are two factors that have led to the protraction

of the dialogue with no concrete outcome. The governmentof the dialogue with no concrete outcome. The government

from time to time indicated that its framework of a politicalfrom time to time indicated that its framework of a political

solution did not include land and police powers to be devolvedsolution did not include land and police powers to be devolved

to provincial councils, whereas the TNA wanted theto provincial councils, whereas the TNA wanted the

government “to grant the Northern Province police powersgovernment “to grant the Northern Province police powers

besides the right to manage land and forest reservations”besides the right to manage land and forest reservations”

((Sunday TimesSunday Times, 27 March 2011). Although police powers, 27 March 2011). Although police powers

have already been devolved to the provinces under the 13have already been devolved to the provinces under the 13thth

Amendment to the Constitution, no government hasAmendment to the Constitution, no government has

implemented that provision. Under the 13implemented that provision. Under the 13thth Amendment, Amendment,

provincial councils have limited powers over land and there,provincial councils have limited powers over land and there,

too, the constitutional provistoo, the constitutional provision has not been put into effect.ion has not been put into effect.

The government’The government’s reluctance to fully s reluctance to fully implement the provisionsimplement the provisions

relating to land and police powers under the Constitutionrelating to land and police powers under the Constitution

emanate from the argument that this would encourageemanate from the argument that this would encourage

secession and thereby constitute a threat to the unity andsecession and thereby constitute a threat to the unity and

sovereignty of the state. President Rajapaksa has alsosovereignty of the state. President Rajapaksa has also

described the TNA’described the TNA’s insistence on s insistence on land and police land and police powers aspowers as

demands which “the LTTE has been asking for” (demands which “the LTTE has been asking for” (SundaySunday

TimesTimes, 27 May 2011). President Rajapaksa has not indicated, 27 May 2011). President Rajapaksa has not indicated

any enthusiasm about expanding devolution. Informalany enthusiasm about expanding devolution. Informal

comments that the newspapers have occasionally reportedcomments that the newspapers have occasionally reported

about President Rajapaksa’s negative assessment of about President Rajapaksa’s negative assessment of 

devolution suggested that he was more inclined towardsdevolution suggested that he was more inclined towards

centralization rather than power-sharing.centralization rather than power-sharing.

Thus, during 2011 the debate on devolution and a politicalThus, during 2011 the debate on devolution and a political

solution to the solution to the ethnic conflict clearly indicated the continuingethnic conflict clearly indicated the continuing

polarization of positions between the government and thepolarization of positions between the government and the

TNA. While the TNA put forward its reform agenda of theTNA. While the TNA put forward its reform agenda of the

‘Thirteenth Amendment Plus,’ implying greater regional‘Thirteenth Amendment Plus,’ implying greater regional

autonomy going beyond the power of existing provincialautonomy going beyond the power of existing provincial

councils, the government’s position presupposed a framework councils, the government’s position presupposed a framework 

of ‘Thirteenth Amendment Minus.’ The latter suggestedof ‘Thirteenth Amendment Minus.’ The latter suggested

devolution without land and police powers to provincialdevolution without land and police powers to provincial

councils. The inability of the government and the TNA tocouncils. The inability of the government and the TNA to

find common ground on post-civil war political reforms tofind common ground on post-civil war political reforms to

address the core issues of the ethnic conflict suggested thataddress the core issues of the ethnic conflict suggested that

the issue was likely to remain unresolved in 2012 as well.the issue was likely to remain unresolved in 2012 as well.

Why was the UPFA government reluctant to concede theWhy was the UPFA government reluctant to concede the

TNA demand for the Thirteenth Amendment Plus and expectTNA demand for the Thirteenth Amendment Plus and expect

the TNA to negotiate for a the TNA to negotiate for a minimalist political solution? Whyminimalist political solution? Why

did the TNA insist on the Thirteenth Amendment Plus? Thedid the TNA insist on the Thirteenth Amendment Plus? The

UPFA UPFA government’s vision of a political sogovernment’s vision of a political solution to the ethnilution to the ethnicc

conflict has been shaped by a number of factors. First, theconflict has been shaped by a number of factors. First, the

UPFUPFA coalition’s core political iA coalition’s core political ideology, as evolved duringdeology, as evolved during

the war against the LTTE between 2006 and 2009, did notthe war against the LTTE between 2006 and 2009, did not

acknowledge the existence of an ‘ethnic conflict’ warrantingacknowledge the existence of an ‘ethnic conflict’ warranting

a political solutioa political solution as such. Second, the way in which the n as such. Second, the way in which the civilcivil

war ended in May 2009, with war ended in May 2009, with unilateral military victory to theunilateral military victory to the

state, led to state, led to a condition of a condition of ‘victor’s peace.’ ‘victor’s peace.’ Third, Sri Lanka’sThird, Sri Lanka’s

political transformation during the past few decades has beenpolitical transformation during the past few decades has been

in the direction of centralization of state power, rather thanin the direction of centralization of state power, rather than

decentralization and sharing of state power.decentralization and sharing of state power.

Meanwhile, the TNA’Meanwhile, the TNA’s position on a polis position on a political solutitical solution emanateson emanates

from its ideological as well as political inheritance. Ideologicallyfrom its ideological as well as political inheritance. Ideologically

as well as politically, the TNA represents the politicalas well as politically, the TNA represents the political

aspirations of thaspirations of the Te Tamil ‘nation’ which, as the TNA believes,amil ‘nation’ which, as the TNA believes,

deserves regional autonomy within a federal framework. Evendeserves regional autonomy within a federal framework. Even

during the LTTE’s secessionist war, the TNA, and itsduring the LTTE’s secessionist war, the TNA, and its

predecessor the TULF, stood for a federalist alternative topredecessor the TULF, stood for a federalist alternative to

both the unitary Sri Lankan state and a separate Tamil state.both the unitary Sri Lankan state and a separate Tamil state.

Coming down on its regional autonomy demand is not easyComing down on its regional autonomy demand is not easy

for the TNA against the backdrop of a protracted strugglefor the TNA against the backdrop of a protracted struggle

for federalism. More importantlfor federalism. More importantly, the TNA y, the TNA is the only ethis the only ethnicnic

minority party at present to resist the UPFA government’sminority party at present to resist the UPFA government’s

strategy for political cooperation and cooptation.strategy for political cooperation and cooptation.

A key factor that has shaped the UPFA government’sA key factor that has shaped the UPFA government’s

reluctance to work on a political solution with greater regionalreluctance to work on a political solution with greater regional

autonomy is the absence of the LTTE. The government’sautonomy is the absence of the LTTE. The government’s

thinking seems to be that devolution and the 13thinking seems to be that devolution and the 13thth Amendment Amendment

were necessitated in the context where the threat of armedwere necessitated in the context where the threat of armed

insurgency for secession was present. Once that threat isinsurgency for secession was present. Once that threat is

removed, political conditions in the country removed, political conditions in the country have also changed;have also changed;

and the need for devolution is not relevant as it used to beand the need for devolution is not relevant as it used to be

during the civil war.during the civil war.
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Ethnic RelationsEthnic Relations

TThe minimalist policy framework of the UPFhe minimalist policy framework of the UPFA A governmentgovernment

towards the ethnic conflict, as briefly outlined towards the ethnic conflict, as briefly outlined above, hasabove, has

been in existence since 2009. Indeed, it has had broadbeen in existence since 2009. Indeed, it has had broad

implications for the government’s relations with all ethnicimplications for the government’s relations with all ethnic

minorities as well minorities as well – Tam– Tamil, Muslim and il, Muslim and Up-Country TUp-Country Tamil. Aamil. A

key implication is the government’s policy emphasis onkey implication is the government’s policy emphasis on

involving minority political parties in the economic andinvolving minority political parties in the economic and

infrastructure developmeinfrastructure development initiatives launched in nt initiatives launched in the Northernthe Northern

and Eastern provinces. This has had a political framework and Eastern provinces. This has had a political framework 

defined by the government for the minority parties. In thatdefined by the government for the minority parties. In that

framework, the minority political parties should join theframework, the minority political parties should join the

government coalition, accept Cabinet positions and offer theirgovernment coalition, accept Cabinet positions and offer their

support for tsupport for the stability he stability of the UPFA government. of the UPFA government. All TamilAll Tamil

and Muslim political parties witand Muslim political parties with the exception of the Th the exception of the Tamilamil

National Alliance have accepted this position. The Sri LankaNational Alliance have accepted this position. The Sri Lanka

Muslim Congress, which had earlier aligned itself with theMuslim Congress, which had earlier aligned itself with the

opposition UNP, also joined the UPFA coalition in Augustopposition UNP, also joined the UPFA coalition in August

2010, accepting the perspective of de-emphasizing political2010, accepting the perspective of de-emphasizing political

rights of the minorities.rights of the minorities.

These developments reflect the new ways along These developments reflect the new ways along which ethnicwhich ethnic

relations in Sri Lankan politics have been changing since therelations in Sri Lankan politics have been changing since the

end of the war between the state and the LTTE. Earlier, theend of the war between the state and the LTTE. Earlier, the

war and the presence of the LTTE as a threat to the statewar and the presence of the LTTE as a threat to the state

constituted two important factors in Sri Lanka’s politicalconstituted two important factors in Sri Lanka’s political

balance of forces between the state and ethnic minorities. Itbalance of forces between the state and ethnic minorities. It

had also characterized the bargaining power which the ethnichad also characterized the bargaining power which the ethnic

minority parties exercised vis-à-vis the government as wellminority parties exercised vis-à-vis the government as well

as the UNP and the PA, the two main political parties. Theas the UNP and the PA, the two main political parties. The

ending of the war has altered this ending of the war has altered this specific equilibrium in favourspecific equilibrium in favour

of the government. Leaders of most minority parties appearof the government. Leaders of most minority parties appear

to be conscious of the new to be conscious of the new situation in which their bargainingsituation in which their bargaining

power is weak. In their new politics of pragmatism, prioritypower is weak. In their new politics of pragmatism, priority

is given to what they see as ‘developmental rights’ overis given to what they see as ‘developmental rights’ over

political rights. According to the new politipolitical rights. According to the new politics of pragmatismcs of pragmatism

adopted by the minority parties, the adopted by the minority parties, the best way to work best way to work towardstowards

fulfilling development rights of their communities is tofulfilling development rights of their communities is to

collaborate with the ruling coalition. These parties also needcollaborate with the ruling coalition. These parties also need

access to public office and resources to maintain theiraccess to public office and resources to maintain their

clientelist politics. This to a great degree explains why theclientelist politics. This to a great degree explains why the

SLMC left its alliance with the opposition UNP and joinedSLMC left its alliance with the opposition UNP and joined

the UPFA government. It also explains why the minoritythe UPFA government. It also explains why the minority

parties, except the TNA, are not keenly interested in theirparties, except the TNA, are not keenly interested in their

demands for more devolution. Instead of renewing thedemands for more devolution. Instead of renewing the

demand for a political solution and enhanced devolution, alldemand for a political solution and enhanced devolution, all

ethnic minority parties, except the TNA, have come to acceptethnic minority parties, except the TNA, have come to accept

the UPFA government’s agenda of the priority of economicthe UPFA government’s agenda of the priority of economic

development over devolution.development over devolution.

The TNA, which has not accepted, and is even resistiThe TNA, which has not accepted, and is even resisting, theng, the

UPFA government’s post-civil war agenda of developmentUPFA government’s post-civil war agenda of development

over devolution, also appears to be quite aware of theover devolution, also appears to be quite aware of the

weakened bargaining position of minority partiweakened bargaining position of minority parties. The TNAes. The TNA

addresses this challenge in its engagement with the UPFAaddresses this challenge in its engagement with the UPFA

government by means of mobilizing international support forgovernment by means of mobilizing international support for

its own agenda. It also mobilizes international pressure onits own agenda. It also mobilizes international pressure on

the government to initiate action for reconciliation and for athe government to initiate action for reconciliation and for a

political solution based on devolution. Accountabilitypolitical solution based on devolution. Accountability

concerning alleged violations of human rights and humanitarianconcerning alleged violations of human rights and humanitarian

law during the last stages of the war is also an issue withlaw during the last stages of the war is also an issue with

which the TNA has been concerned. This has prompted somewhich the TNA has been concerned. This has prompted some

critics to say that the TNA’s agenda has been influenced bycritics to say that the TNA’s agenda has been influenced by

western governments and the pro-LTTE diaspora, and notwestern governments and the pro-LTTE diaspora, and not

by the actual needs of the Tamil people on the ground.by the actual needs of the Tamil people on the ground.

As became clear in 2As became clear in 2011 as well, the TNA011 as well, the TNA’s political agenda’s political agenda

seems to rest on two main strategic components. They are:seems to rest on two main strategic components. They are:

(a) continuation of the project (a) continuation of the project of regional autonomy for Tamilsof regional autonomy for Tamils

despite the demise of the LTTE, and (b) sustaining thedespite the demise of the LTTE, and (b) sustaining the

argument for the priority of a devolution-based politicalargument for the priority of a devolution-based political

solution while countering the government’s strategy of solution while countering the government’s strategy of 

coopting minority parties and political leaders to the regimecoopting minority parties and political leaders to the regime

agenda.agenda.

There has also developed a significant confidence gapThere has also developed a significant confidence gap

between the UPFA government and the TNA, despite abetween the UPFA government and the TNA, despite a

number of meetings the two sides had in 2011. Thenumber of meetings the two sides had in 2011. The

government’s basic attitude to the TNA appears to be one of government’s basic attitude to the TNA appears to be one of 

mistrust. This mistrust mistrust. This mistrust emanates from the government’s viewemanates from the government’s view

that the TNA was sticking to that the TNA was sticking to an extreme position on devolutionan extreme position on devolution

with which the UPFA had repeatedly disagreed. Thewith which the UPFA had repeatedly disagreed. The

government also appears to think that by advancing angovernment also appears to think that by advancing an

extreme position on devolution, the TNA acts as a proxy of extreme position on devolution, the TNA acts as a proxy of 

India and the West. Meanwhile, the TNA seems to believeIndia and the West. Meanwhile, the TNA seems to believe

that the UPFA that the UPFA government has not been pgovernment has not been particularly seriousarticularly serious

about either reconciliation or devolution and therefore isabout either reconciliation or devolution and therefore is

merely engaged in an exercise of prevarication.merely engaged in an exercise of prevarication.

Resettlement and Normalization in the NorthResettlement and Normalization in the North

TThe acceleration of resettlement of those displaced duehe acceleration of resettlement of those displaced due

to war has been a major policy challenge to theto war has been a major policy challenge to the

government throughout 2011. Initiallygovernment throughout 2011. Initially, donors and , donors and civil societycivil society

organizations expressed concern that the organizations expressed concern that the overall normalizationoverall normalization

process had been slow. However, with the assistance of UNprocess had been slow. However, with the assistance of UN

agencies and with international support, the agencies and with international support, the government took government took 

measures to expedite the resettlement of Tamil civilians,measures to expedite the resettlement of Tamil civilians,

particularly those living in camps. According to UN sources,particularly those living in camps. According to UN sources,
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the resettlement programme initiated by the government hasthe resettlement programme initiated by the government has

accommodated the return of 421,056 civilians (126,524accommodated the return of 421,056 civilians (126,524

families) to their homes and communitfamilies) to their homes and communities by the end of 2011ies by the end of 2011

(UNOCHA: Nov-Dec, 2011). The government claims that(UNOCHA: Nov-Dec, 2011). The government claims that

95% of the IDPs displaced from the Vanni during the last95% of the IDPs displaced from the Vanni during the last

two years of the war have been resettled.two years of the war have been resettled. (Fonseka and(Fonseka and

Raheem: 2011, 64). The UN and donors welcomed thisRaheem: 2011, 64). The UN and donors welcomed this

initiative of the government. However, there are still issuesinitiative of the government. However, there are still issues

remaining with regard to the resettlement of IDPs.remaining with regard to the resettlement of IDPs.

Returning itself, is a challenge for the IDPs, as they have toReturning itself, is a challenge for the IDPs, as they have to

rebuild their lives, in most instances from scratch. Membersrebuild their lives, in most instances from scratch. Members

of the Muslim community who have returned to their oldof the Muslim community who have returned to their old

villagers after nearly two decades are specifically facing thisvillagers after nearly two decades are specifically facing this

challenge. In many other instances, IDPs are not permittedchallenge. In many other instances, IDPs are not permitted

to return to their own homes and land, even though they areto return to their own homes and land, even though they are

allowed back to the old village or the divisional secretariatallowed back to the old village or the divisional secretariat

(DS) division. Thus, relocation has created new challenges(DS) division. Thus, relocation has created new challenges

of normalization to those returned IDPs. Those people whoof normalization to those returned IDPs. Those people who

do not have IDP status as a result of do not have IDP status as a result of deregistration still remainderegistration still remain

practically displaced. As of 31 October 2011, there were atpractically displaced. As of 31 October 2011, there were at

least 1,114 IDPs (311 families) living in transit situations least 1,114 IDPs (311 families) living in transit situations andand

34,671 (12,138 families) with host 34,671 (12,138 families) with host families (UNOCHA Reportfamilies (UNOCHA Report

37, 2011). At the end of November 2011, 6,732 IDPs 37, 2011). At the end of November 2011, 6,732 IDPs (2,044(2,044

families) remained in camps awaiting return tfamilies) remained in camps awaiting return to their areas of o their areas of 

origin (UNOCHA, November-December 2011). The onesorigin (UNOCHA, November-December 2011). The ones

who have retuned are also facing issues concerning the lack who have retuned are also facing issues concerning the lack 

of basic facilities such as housing, sanitation, education andof basic facilities such as housing, sanitation, education and

health care. Kokkilai in the Mullaitivu District, andhealth care. Kokkilai in the Mullaitivu District, and

Krishnapuram and VinayaKrishnapuram and Vinayakapuram in the kapuram in the Killinochchi District,Killinochchi District,

are examples (Sumanthiran: 2011).are examples (Sumanthiran: 2011).

Other than the IDPs, there is also a community of refugeesOther than the IDPs, there is also a community of refugees

living abroad. According to UNHCR statistics, there are atliving abroad. According to UNHCR statistics, there are at

least 141,074 officially registered refugees from Sri Lankaleast 141,074 officially registered refugees from Sri Lanka

who are living abroad. Despite the availabilitwho are living abroad. Despite the availability of programmesy of programmes

to accommodate the return of refugees, the number of to accommodate the return of refugees, the number of 

returnees has been low in 2011, only 1,680. The main challengereturnees has been low in 2011, only 1,680. The main challenge

in this regard remains the lack of confidence among thein this regard remains the lack of confidence among the

refugees to return to Sri Lanka, due to feelings of politicalrefugees to return to Sri Lanka, due to feelings of political

uncertainty, potential economic hardship and insecurityuncertainty, potential economic hardship and insecurity

(Fonseka and Raheem: 2011).(Fonseka and Raheem: 2011).

The land policy undertaken by the government has becomeThe land policy undertaken by the government has become

central to most problems related to the return of civilians andcentral to most problems related to the return of civilians and

their resettlement. Access to land is crucial to securedtheir resettlement. Access to land is crucial to secured

livelihood. The issuing of the Land Commission Department’slivelihood. The issuing of the Land Commission Department’s

circular no. 2011/04 on 22 July 2011 aggravated the landcircular no. 2011/04 on 22 July 2011 aggravated the land

problem of the returnees. This problem of the returnees. This circular temporarcircular temporarily suspendedily suspended

the distribution of land in the North and the East, except forthe distribution of land in the North and the East, except for

national security and special development projects. The adnational security and special development projects. The ad

hoc High Security Zones in Thirumurigandi, Shanthapuramhoc High Security Zones in Thirumurigandi, Shanthapuram

and Indupuram, covering the districts of Mullaitivu andand Indupuram, covering the districts of Mullaitivu and

Killinochchi, have also contributed to this problem. The peopleKillinochchi, have also contributed to this problem. The people

originally from these areas continue to live in camps as theyoriginally from these areas continue to live in camps as they

cannot return (Sumanthiran: 2011).cannot return (Sumanthiran: 2011).

With regard to normalization, militarization is a key obstacleWith regard to normalization, militarization is a key obstacle

in the North and in the North and East. While militarization has increased withEast. While militarization has increased with

regard to security, it has also been incorporated into civregard to security, it has also been incorporated into civilianilian

life. Due to the increasing presence of the armed forces inlife. Due to the increasing presence of the armed forces in

the North, the civilian-military ratio has been dramaticallythe North, the civilian-military ratio has been dramatically

increased in favour of the milincreased in favour of the military. The armed forces continueitary. The armed forces continue

to occupy land belonginto occupy land belonging to the Tamg to the Tamil people. It is estimatil people. It is estimateded

that there is one member of the armed forces forthat there is one member of the armed forces for

approximately one civilian in the approximately one civilian in the North (Sumanthiran: 2011)North (Sumanthiran: 2011)..

The military has also begun to get increasingly involved inThe military has also begun to get increasingly involved in

economic activities in the North by running shops – foreconomic activities in the North by running shops – for

example, barbershops, grocery shops, restaurants, hotels andexample, barbershops, grocery shops, restaurants, hotels and

vegetable shops. The government appears to think that thevegetable shops. The government appears to think that the

military’s involvement in civilimilitary’s involvement in civilian life is an essential part of itsan life is an essential part of its

campaign for winning the hearts and minds campaign for winning the hearts and minds of the Tamil peopleof the Tamil people

in the North. From the point of view of demilitarization andin the North. From the point of view of demilitarization and

normalization, it has negative consequences. Thenormalization, it has negative consequences. The

government’s preoccupation with security considerations ingovernment’s preoccupation with security considerations in

the North has also led to some actions which people in thethe North has also led to some actions which people in the

North see as an undue intrusion North see as an undue intrusion of the military into their privateof the military into their private

lives. For example, there have been many instances whenlives. For example, there have been many instances when

people had to obtain the permission opeople had to obtain the permission of the military to receivef the military to receive

guests and to have family functions. The blurring of tguests and to have family functions. The blurring of the lineshe lines

between civilian and military functions of the administrationbetween civilian and military functions of the administration

in the North and East is a continuing challenge forin the North and East is a continuing challenge for

normalization which requires gradual demilitarization. Still,normalization which requires gradual demilitarization. Still,

governors of these two provinces are ex-military officials.governors of these two provinces are ex-military officials.

The government’s lack of understanding of the importanceThe government’s lack of understanding of the importance

of demilitarization to normalization continues to deepen theof demilitarization to normalization continues to deepen the

TTamil people’s sense of alienation from the Sri Lankan samil people’s sense of alienation from the Sri Lankan s tate.tate.

External Relations and ControversiesExternal Relations and Controversies

TThe year 2011 demonstrated once again the continuationhe year 2011 demonstrated once again the continuation

of the shift in foreigof the shift in foreign relations that tn relations that the UPFhe UPFA governmentA government

under President Mahinda Rajapaksa inaugurated during theunder President Mahinda Rajapaksa inaugurated during the

last phase of the war against the LTTE. In 2009 and 2010,last phase of the war against the LTTE. In 2009 and 2010,

there were clear signs of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy takthere were clear signs of Sri Lanka’s foreign policy taking aing a

new turn towards closer relationships with China and Russianew turn towards closer relationships with China and Russia

in a context of growing tension in the relationships with thein a context of growing tension in the relationships with the

US, EU, other western countries and the UN. The mainUS, EU, other western countries and the UN. The main

reason for tension with the West and the UN was the Srireason for tension with the West and the UN was the Sri

Lankan government’s unwillingness to respond to theirLankan government’s unwillingness to respond to their

insistence that the government should begin a post-warinsistence that the government should begin a post-war
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reconciliation process as understood and outlined by them.reconciliation process as understood and outlined by them.

The Sri Lankan government was particularly unhappy withThe Sri Lankan government was particularly unhappy with

two points that were emphasized by the UN two points that were emphasized by the UN secretary generalsecretary general

and western governments. They were: (a) setting up aand western governments. They were: (a) setting up a

credible domestic mechanism to investigate the allegationscredible domestic mechanism to investigate the allegations

of ‘war crimes’ during the last phase of the war as a stepof ‘war crimes’ during the last phase of the war as a step

towards reconciliation, and (b) taking political measures totowards reconciliation, and (b) taking political measures to

resolve the ethnic conflict politically through devolution andresolve the ethnic conflict politically through devolution and

power-sharing.power-sharing.

Regarding a third point on which the West and UN insisted,Regarding a third point on which the West and UN insisted,

the government seemed to be in agreement. This concernedthe government seemed to be in agreement. This concerned

the immediate resettlement of displaced Tamil civilians andthe immediate resettlement of displaced Tamil civilians and

their rehabilitation, along with a their rehabilitation, along with a programme of economic andprogramme of economic and

infrastructural development in the North and East. Theinfrastructural development in the North and East. The

government in fact worked in close cooperation with UNgovernment in fact worked in close cooperation with UN

agencies and western governments on rehabilitation andagencies and western governments on rehabilitation and

resettlement programmes.resettlement programmes.

The UN Panel ReportThe UN Panel Report

AA major political issue  major political issue that remained intensely controversialthat remained intensely controversial

throughout 2011 was the report by the UN panelthroughout 2011 was the report by the UN panel

submitted on 12 April and released submitted on 12 April and released a few days later. The UNa few days later. The UN

panel was appointed by Secretary General Ban-ki Moon topanel was appointed by Secretary General Ban-ki Moon to

examine “modalities, applicable international standards andexamine “modalities, applicable international standards and

comparative experience with regard to accountabilitycomparative experience with regard to accountability

processes.” The three-member panel was also asked toprocesses.” The three-member panel was also asked to

consider “the nature and scope of any alleged violations of consider “the nature and scope of any alleged violations of 

international humanitarian and human rights law during theinternational humanitarian and human rights law during the

final stages of the conflict in Sri Lanka.” The secretary-final stages of the conflict in Sri Lanka.” The secretary-

general claimed that the appointment of the panel followedgeneral claimed that the appointment of the panel followed

the joint statement made by him and President Rajapaksathe joint statement made by him and President Rajapaksa

after the secretary-general visited Sri Lanka shortly afterafter the secretary-general visited Sri Lanka shortly after

the end of the war in May 2009.the end of the war in May 2009.

The panel reported that there were a number of allegationsThe panel reported that there were a number of allegations

of serious violations of of serious violations of internationainternational humanitarian and humanl humanitarian and human

rights law committed by brights law committed by both the LTTE and the governmentoth the LTTE and the government

of Sri Lanka, some of which could amount to war crimesof Sri Lanka, some of which could amount to war crimes

and crimes against humanity. The panel also recommendedand crimes against humanity. The panel also recommended

that the government of Sri Lanka should respond to thethat the government of Sri Lanka should respond to the

serious allegations by initiating an effective accountabilityserious allegations by initiating an effective accountability

process beginning with genuine investigations.process beginning with genuine investigations.

The response of the Sri Lankan government was totalThe response of the Sri Lankan government was total

rejection of the panel report. The government asserted thatrejection of the panel report. The government asserted that

the report was fundamentally flawed and based on biasedthe report was fundamentally flawed and based on biased

material without any verification. The government also took material without any verification. The government also took 

the position that the report’s recommendations amounted tothe position that the report’s recommendations amounted to

undue interference with the sovereignty of Sri Lanka by theundue interference with the sovereignty of Sri Lanka by the

UNUN..

Channel 4 Video DocumentaryChannel 4 Video Documentary

TThe controversy on the alleged war crimes took ahe controversy on the alleged war crimes took a

particularly intense turn when a British TV channel,particularly intense turn when a British TV channel,

Channel 4, released on 14 June 2011 a video documentaryChannel 4, released on 14 June 2011 a video documentary

entitled “The Killing Fields.” The Channel 4 documentaryentitled “The Killing Fields.” The Channel 4 documentary

emerged against a backdrop of an intense controversy causedemerged against a backdrop of an intense controversy caused

by a report submitted to the UN secretary-general in 2010by a report submitted to the UN secretary-general in 2010

by an advisory panel.by an advisory panel.

While releasing the film, Channel 4 claimed that the filmWhile releasing the film, Channel 4 claimed that the film

featured “devastating new evidence of alleged war crimesfeatured “devastating new evidence of alleged war crimes

in Sri Lanka.” The film was screened in several world capitalsin Sri Lanka.” The film was screened in several world capitals

and at the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva when theand at the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva when the

UNHRC session was underway. The film soon became aUNHRC session was underway. The film soon became a

medium through which western governments and humanmedium through which western governments and human

rights organizations put pressure on the Sri Lankanrights organizations put pressure on the Sri Lankan

government to prove their point that there had been crediblegovernment to prove their point that there had been credible

and serious allegations of war crimes that warranted aand serious allegations of war crimes that warranted a

domestic or international inquiry. The UN Rapporteur ondomestic or international inquiry. The UN Rapporteur on

Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, Christof Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, Christof 

Heyns, was reported to have said, after viewing “The KillingHeyns, was reported to have said, after viewing “The Killing

Fields” that the documentary contained footage that wasFields” that the documentary contained footage that was

evidence of “definitive war crimes” (evidence of “definitive war crimes” (Sunday TimesSunday Times, 19 June, 19 June

2011).2011).

The government’s response was that the film was totallyThe government’s response was that the film was totally

biased against the Sri Lankan government, and based onbiased against the Sri Lankan government, and based on

dubious material that dubious material that could not be could not be verified. Tverified. Technical expertsechnical experts

consulted by the government even determined that some of consulted by the government even determined that some of 

the footage of the documentary was not genuine. Channel 4the footage of the documentary was not genuine. Channel 4

stood by its claim to authenticity of the footage. Thestood by its claim to authenticity of the footage. The

government in turn produced its own video filgovernment in turn produced its own video film entitled “Liesm entitled “Lies

Agreed Upon?” and screened it in foreign capitals.Agreed Upon?” and screened it in foreign capitals.

Regarding the agenda for reconciliation and a political solution,Regarding the agenda for reconciliation and a political solution,

the government’s position has been that: (a) there were nothe government’s position has been that: (a) there were no

war crimes committed by the Sri Lankan military duriwar crimes committed by the Sri Lankan military during theng the

war, and (b) the political solution was not actualwar, and (b) the political solution was not actual ly necessaryly necessary

while the government’s commitment was to a ‘home grown’while the government’s commitment was to a ‘home grown’

solution, as opposed to an externally inspired solution. Thesolution, as opposed to an externally inspired solution. The

Sri Lankan government appeared to be particularly unhappySri Lankan government appeared to be particularly unhappy

with the insistence by western governments that with the insistence by western governments that there shouldthere should

be a credible domestic inquiry into allegations of war crimes,be a credible domestic inquiry into allegations of war crimes,

as proposed in the UN panel report. Occasionally, theas proposed in the UN panel report. Occasionally, the

government also hinted at the possibility of a western plangovernment also hinted at the possibility of a western plan

for direct intervention in Sri Lanka for a regime change onfor direct intervention in Sri Lanka for a regime change on

the pretext of ‘war crimes’ investigations. Consolidatingthe pretext of ‘war crimes’ investigations. Consolidating

economic and political relations witeconomic and political relations with China and Russia, twoh China and Russia, two

members states of the UN Security Councimembers states of the UN Security Council, became a foreignl, became a foreign

policy priority for the government ipolicy priority for the government in 2011.n 2011.
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Thus, 2011 is the year in which the issue of ‘war crimesThus, 2011 is the year in which the issue of ‘war crimes

investigatinvestigations’ dominated Sri Lanka’ions’ dominated Sri Lanka’s domestic political debates domestic political debate

as well as the Rajapaksa administration’s foreign relations.as well as the Rajapaksa administration’s foreign relations.

While aggressively and assertively campaigning againstWhile aggressively and assertively campaigning against

western and UN insistence on investigations on alleged ‘warwestern and UN insistence on investigations on alleged ‘war

crimes,’ and steering the country’s foreign policy along a newcrimes,’ and steering the country’s foreign policy along a new

Beijing-Moscow axis, the government also made use of theBeijing-Moscow axis, the government also made use of the

‘threat’ of war crimes investigations in its propaganda to‘threat’ of war crimes investigations in its propaganda to

bolster public support. During the local bolster public support. During the local government electionsgovernment elections

campaign in June 2011, President Rajapaksa repeatedlycampaign in June 2011, President Rajapaksa repeatedly

brought up this issue, to portray hibrought up this issue, to portray himself, his government andmself, his government and

the armed forces as targets and victims of western andthe armed forces as targets and victims of western and

colonial hostility.colonial hostility.

 Relations  Relations with with India India and and ChinaChina

MManaging relations with India has been a particularlyanaging relations with India has been a particularly

complex task for the Rajapaksa administration in 2011complex task for the Rajapaksa administration in 2011

as well. The complexity arose from two sources. Tas well. The complexity arose from two sources. The first ishe first is

the Indian government’s insistence that the Sri Lankanthe Indian government’s insistence that the Sri Lankan

government should implement, without delay, a politicalgovernment should implement, without delay, a political

solution to the ethnic conflict through a dialogue with thesolution to the ethnic conflict through a dialogue with the

TNA. The second was the growing closeness of Sri LankaTNA. The second was the growing closeness of Sri Lanka

with China, particularly in the aftermath of the war. Withwith China, particularly in the aftermath of the war. With

regard to the Indian government’s emphasis on a politicalregard to the Indian government’s emphasis on a political

solution, the solution, the Rajapaksa government’Rajapaksa government’s wavering s wavering commitmentcommitment

to a political solution based on devolution had led to someto a political solution based on devolution had led to some

concerns in Tamil Nadu as well as New Delhi. As a sponsoconcerns in Tamil Nadu as well as New Delhi. As a sponsorr

of the 13of the 13thth Amendment to the  Amendment to the 1978 Constitution in 19871978 Constitution in 1987, the, the

Indian government continued to hold the view that devolutionIndian government continued to hold the view that devolution

as laid down in the 13as laid down in the 13thth Amendment should constitute the Amendment should constitute the

base for a post-conflict settlement process. The Indianbase for a post-conflict settlement process. The Indian

government’s enthusiasm for a devolution-based politicalgovernment’s enthusiasm for a devolution-based political

solution was not totally shared by the government of Presidentsolution was not totally shared by the government of President

Rajapaksa. President Rajapaksa appears to view the 13Rajapaksa. President Rajapaksa appears to view the 13 thth

Amendment as being an externally imposed and, therefore,Amendment as being an externally imposed and, therefore,

unacceptable solution to Sri Lunacceptable solution to Sri Lanka’s homemade conflict. Heanka’s homemade conflict. He

has also indicated that the 13has also indicated that the 13thth Amendment offers too much Amendment offers too much

power to provincial councils.power to provincial councils.

The China factor in Indo-Lanka relations has geopoliticalThe China factor in Indo-Lanka relations has geopolitical

implications. Apart from India-China rivalry that goes back implications. Apart from India-China rivalry that goes back 

to the 1960s, China’s aggressive pursuit of its presence into the 1960s, China’s aggressive pursuit of its presence in

the South Asian region has posed new challenges to India,the South Asian region has posed new challenges to India,

which has viewed Soutwhich has viewed South Asia as well as the Indian Ocean ash Asia as well as the Indian Ocean as

its legitimate sphere of presence and influence. China hasits legitimate sphere of presence and influence. China has

also been backing Pakistan, Indialso been backing Pakistan, India’s rival in South a’s rival in South Asia. CloserAsia. Closer

cooperation with Nepal and Bangladesh has also enabledcooperation with Nepal and Bangladesh has also enabled

China to emerge as an China to emerge as an influential extraregional actor in Southinfluential extraregional actor in South

Asia. The concern in India is built around the apprehensionAsia. The concern in India is built around the apprehension

that China’s economic and political presence in South Asiathat China’s economic and political presence in South Asia

would lead to India’s losing its own sphere of influence. Chinawould lead to India’s losing its own sphere of influence. China

provided more military assistance to Sri Lanka than Indiaprovided more military assistance to Sri Lanka than India

during the war against thduring the war against the Le LTTE. China has also emerged asTTE. China has also emerged as

the major source of economic backing to the Sri Lankanthe major source of economic backing to the Sri Lankan

government, investing particularly in port and infrastructuregovernment, investing particularly in port and infrastructure

development, and cooperating in defence matters.development, and cooperating in defence matters.

Cultivating closer economic and political ties with Cultivating closer economic and political ties with China andChina and

Russia is crucial for tRussia is crucial for the Rajapaksa administration’s domestiche Rajapaksa administration’s domestic

and foreign policy agendas. The government needs theirand foreign policy agendas. The government needs their

backing at the UN, particulary in the Security Council, inbacking at the UN, particulary in the Security Council, in

case the Wcase the West initiates a process of war crimes invest initiates a process of war crimes investigation.estigation.

Closer economic ties with the two couCloser economic ties with the two countries have assumed antries have assumed a

new significance in the context of the government’s tensenew significance in the context of the government’s tense

relations with the US and EU countries. Earlier, Sri Lankarelations with the US and EU countries. Earlier, Sri Lanka

lost concessionary access to the EU market when the GSPlost concessionary access to the EU market when the GSP

Plus facility was suspended in July 2010. The governmentPlus facility was suspended in July 2010. The government

has also been unhappy with the political conditionalitieshas also been unhappy with the political conditionalities

attached to western economic assistance. The EU conditionsattached to western economic assistance. The EU conditions

on the improvement of Sri Lanka’s domestic human rightson the improvement of Sri Lanka’s domestic human rights

and labour standards were clearly seen by the governmentand labour standards were clearly seen by the government

as an arbitrary, political interference. China, Russia and evenas an arbitrary, political interference. China, Russia and even

Japan follow a policy of closer economic relations with SriJapan follow a policy of closer economic relations with Sri

Lanka, with no overtly political conditions Lanka, with no overtly political conditions a imposed.a imposed.

ReconciliationReconciliation

TThe issue of post-war reconciliation has repeatedlyhe issue of post-war reconciliation has repeatedly

surfaced in 2011 in Sri surfaced in 2011 in Sri Lanka’Lanka’s domestic politics s domestic politics as wellas well

as in foreign relas in foreign relations. The UPFA ations. The UPFA government’s strategy hasgovernment’s strategy has

been to shield itself from western pressure for war crimesbeen to shield itself from western pressure for war crimes

inquiries by insisting that the government prefers a home-inquiries by insisting that the government prefers a home-

grown process of reconciliation. While launching a domesticgrown process of reconciliation. While launching a domestic

and international campaign to question, critique andand international campaign to question, critique and

delegitimize the UN panel report, which had suggested andelegitimize the UN panel report, which had suggested an

international process of inquiry, the government insisted tinternational process of inquiry, the government insisted thathat

it had already initiated a domestic process for investigationit had already initiated a domestic process for investigation

and reconciliation through the Lessons Learnt andand reconciliation through the Lessons Learnt and

Reconciliation Commission (LLRC). The LLRC wasReconciliation Commission (LLRC). The LLRC was

appointed by President Rajapaksa on 19 May 2010 with aappointed by President Rajapaksa on 19 May 2010 with a

broad mandate to inquire into the following matters that maybroad mandate to inquire into the following matters that may

have taken place during the have taken place during the period between 21 February 2002period between 21 February 2002

and 19 May 2009:and 19 May 2009:

·· The facts and circumstances that led to the failure of the The facts and circumstances that led to the failure of the

ceasefire agreement operationalized on 21 February 2002ceasefire agreement operationalized on 21 February 2002

and the sequence of events that followed thereafter up to 19and the sequence of events that followed thereafter up to 19

May 2009;May 2009;

·· Whether any person, group or insti Whether any person, group or institution directly or indirectlytution directly or indirectly

bears responsibility in this regard;bears responsibility in this regard;
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··  The lessons to be learned from those events and their  The lessons to be learned from those events and their

attendant concerns, in order to ensure that there will be noattendant concerns, in order to ensure that there will be no

recurrence;recurrence;

·· The methodology whereby restitutio The methodology whereby restitution to any person affectedn to any person affected

by those events or their dependants or their heirs can beby those events or their dependants or their heirs can be

effected;effected;

·· The institutional administrative and legislative measures that The institutional administrative and legislative measures that

need to be taken in order to prevent any recurrence of suchneed to be taken in order to prevent any recurrence of such

concerns in the future, and to promote further national uniconcerns in the future, and to promote further national uni tyty

and the reconciliation among all communities, and to makeand the reconciliation among all communities, and to make

any such other recommendations with reference to any of any such other recommendations with reference to any of 

the matters that have been inquired into under the terms of the matters that have been inquired into under the terms of 

the warrant.the warrant.

The government also argued that since the LLRC was theThe government also argued that since the LLRC was the

beginning of a domestic process, the international actorsbeginning of a domestic process, the international actors

should allow this process to function before calling for anyshould allow this process to function before calling for any

international inquiry. However, critics of the government’sinternational inquiry. However, critics of the government’s

approach have found the LLRC process both inadequate andapproach have found the LLRC process both inadequate and

faulty. For example, the New York-based Human Rightsfaulty. For example, the New York-based Human Rights

WWatch, which has been monatch, which has been monitoring Sri Lanka’s political anitoring Sri Lanka’s political andd

human rights issues, commented in its report on Sri Lanka inhuman rights issues, commented in its report on Sri Lanka in

2010 that the LLRC’s mandate did “not explicitly require it2010 that the LLRC’s mandate did “not explicitly require it

to investigate alleged war crimes during the conflto investigate alleged war crimes during the confl ict, nor hasict, nor has

the LLRC shown any apparent interest in investigating suthe LLRC shown any apparent interest in investigating suchch

allegations in its allegations in its hearings to date” hearings to date” (Human Rights Watc(Human Rights Watch:2011)h:2011)

 LLRC  LLRC Interim Interim ReportReport

TThe LLRC, having heard public evidence, submitted anhe LLRC, having heard public evidence, submitted an

interim report in August 2010 making recommendationsinterim report in August 2010 making recommendations

to the government in five areas, namely, (i) detention, (ii)to the government in five areas, namely, (i) detention, (ii)

land issues, (iii) law and order, (iv) administration and languagland issues, (iii) law and order, (iv) administration and languagee

issues, and (v) socio-economic and livelihood issues. Withissues, and (v) socio-economic and livelihood issues. With

regard to detention, the interim report proposed the creationregard to detention, the interim report proposed the creation

of a “special mechanism” to examine the cases of Tamilsof a “special mechanism” to examine the cases of Tamils

held as LTTE suspects and recommend an appropriate courseheld as LTTE suspects and recommend an appropriate course

of action on each case. The report also proposed to set up aof action on each case. The report also proposed to set up a

special unit at the Ministry of Justice to publish the list of special unit at the Ministry of Justice to publish the list of 

names of persons in detention and to prevent the arbitrarynames of persons in detention and to prevent the arbitrary

arrest of those released. On land issues, the commissionarrest of those released. On land issues, the commission

wanted the government to issue a clear policy statement thatwanted the government to issue a clear policy statement that

private land would not be taken over by the state forprivate land would not be taken over by the state for

resettlement purposes. On the question of law and order inresettlement purposes. On the question of law and order in

the North and East, arising out of the presence of armedthe North and East, arising out of the presence of armed

groups engaged in extortion, abduction and other criminalgroups engaged in extortion, abduction and other criminal

activities, the recommendation was to initiate measuresactivities, the recommendation was to initiate measures

necessary to disarm such armed groups. On administrationnecessary to disarm such armed groups. On administration

and language issues, the interim report recommended takinand language issues, the interim report recommended takingg

steps to provide interpreters to facilitate communicationsteps to provide interpreters to facilitate communication

between Tabetween Tamil citizens and adminismil citizens and administrative agencies. On socio-trative agencies. On socio-

economic and livelihood issues, the recommendation was toeconomic and livelihood issues, the recommendation was to

encourage the free movement of persons on the A9 roadencourage the free movement of persons on the A9 road

and greater coordination between military and civilian officialsand greater coordination between military and civilian officials

for normalization of civil administration.for normalization of civil administration.

The government appointed the Inter-Agency AdvisoryThe government appointed the Inter-Agency Advisory

Committee to implement the recommendations. However,Committee to implement the recommendations. However,

even in 2011, the progress of the implementation of theeven in 2011, the progress of the implementation of the

recommendation has been slow.recommendation has been slow.

This provided a backdrop for a new debate in 2011 about theThis provided a backdrop for a new debate in 2011 about the

role of the LLRC in the reconciliation process. Westernrole of the LLRC in the reconciliation process. Western

governments and international human rights organizationsgovernments and international human rights organizations

began to suggest that the final report of the LLRC shouldbegan to suggest that the final report of the LLRC should

address the allegation of war crimes. Some critics expressedaddress the allegation of war crimes. Some critics expressed

serious doubt about the role of the LLRC, even though theserious doubt about the role of the LLRC, even though the

government described the LLRC as a credible, domesticgovernment described the LLRC as a credible, domestic

accountability mechanism, capable of delivering justice andaccountability mechanism, capable of delivering justice and

promoting reconciliation. For example, Amnesty Internationalpromoting reconciliation. For example, Amnesty International

in a statement issued on 7 September 2011 stated that thein a statement issued on 7 September 2011 stated that the

LLRC, in reality, was “flawed at every level: in mandate,LLRC, in reality, was “flawed at every level: in mandate,

composition and practice” and called for an “international,composition and practice” and called for an “international,

independent investigation” into allegationindependent investigation” into allegations of war crimes. Thes of war crimes. The

government, while dismissing these criticisms as prematuregovernment, while dismissing these criticisms as premature

and unwarranted, proposed to its critand unwarranted, proposed to its critics to wait for the LLRC’sics to wait for the LLRC’s

final report. In fact, when the LLRC’s final report wasfinal report. In fact, when the LLRC’s final report was

submitted to the president on 15 November 2011, there weresubmitted to the president on 15 November 2011, there were

also domestic and international expectations that it wouldalso domestic and international expectations that it would

prove its critics wrong.prove its critics wrong.

The key recommendations of the LLRC, made in its finalThe key recommendations of the LLRC, made in its final

report, can be summarized under four thematic headings, asreport, can be summarized under four thematic headings, as

follows:follows:

i.i. Investigations:Investigations:  (a) The report recommended further  (a) The report recommended further

investigation of some incidents that caused death or ininvestigation of some incidents that caused death or injury tojury to

civilians to determine the possible involvement of securitycivilians to determine the possible involvement of security

forces, (b) investigations into specific allegations of forces, (b) investigations into specific allegations of 

disappearance after surrender or arrest, (c) appointment of disappearance after surrender or arrest, (c) appointment of 

a special commissioner to inquire into allegations of a special commissioner to inquire into allegations of 

disappearance, (d) inquiry into alleged incidents of seriousdisappearance, (d) inquiry into alleged incidents of serious

violations of human rights, including the killing violations of human rights, including the killing of 4 studentsof 4 students

in Trincomalee in 2006 and of 17 in Trincomalee in 2006 and of 17 aid workers in Muthuaid workers in Muthur, andr, and

(e) an independent investigation into the Channel 4 video.(e) an independent investigation into the Channel 4 video.

ii.ii. Improving the Human Rights Situation:Improving the Human Rights Situation: Other than Other than

the above proposed investigations, the LLRC recommendedthe above proposed investigations, the LLRC recommended

the appointment of an independent advisory committee tothe appointment of an independent advisory committee to

monitor and examine detention and arrest of persons undermonitor and examine detention and arrest of persons under
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any regulations made under the Public Security Ordinanceany regulations made under the Public Security Ordinance

or the Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA). The LLRC didor the Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA). The LLRC did

not recommend the repeal of either the emergency laws ornot recommend the repeal of either the emergency laws or

the PTA. Other recommendations to improve the human rightsthe PTA. Other recommendations to improve the human rights

situation were: (a) framing domestic legislation to specificallysituation were: (a) framing domestic legislation to specifically

criminalize enforced or involuntary disappearances, (b)criminalize enforced or involuntary disappearances, (b)

preparing a centralized and comprehensive databasepreparing a centralized and comprehensive database

containing a list of detainees and make the list available tocontaining a list of detainees and make the list available to

their next of kin, and (c) disarming of all illegal armed groups.their next of kin, and (c) disarming of all illegal armed groups.

iii.iii.Resettlement and Normalization of Civilian Life:Resettlement and Normalization of Civilian Life: (a) (a)

granting legal ownership of land to those who have beengranting legal ownership of land to those who have been

resettled, (b) creation of increased employment opportunitiesresettled, (b) creation of increased employment opportunities

to those in the former conflict-affected areas, (c) non-use of to those in the former conflict-affected areas, (c) non-use of 

the land policy of the governments as an instruthe land policy of the governments as an instrument to effectment to effect

changes in the demographic pattern of a given province, (d)changes in the demographic pattern of a given province, (d)

setting up a National Land Commission (NLC) in order tosetting up a National Land Commission (NLC) in order to

propose appropriate future national land policy guidelines, (e)propose appropriate future national land policy guidelines, (e)

providing compensatory relief for persons affected by theproviding compensatory relief for persons affected by the

conflict (incluconflict (including ex-LTTE combatants and next of kin), andding ex-LTTE combatants and next of kin), and

(f) phasing out the involvement of security forces in civilian(f) phasing out the involvement of security forces in civilian

activities in the Northern and Eastern provinces.activities in the Northern and Eastern provinces.

iv.iv. Reconciliation and Peace-building:Reconciliation and Peace-building: (a) making an effort (a) making an effort

in good faith to develop a consensus on devolin good faith to develop a consensus on devolution of powerution of power

and building on what exists for maximum possible devolutionand building on what exists for maximum possible devolution

to the periphery as well as for power-sharing at the centre,to the periphery as well as for power-sharing at the centre,

(b) enabling school children to learn each others’ language(b) enabling school children to learn each others’ language

and making the three-language policy compulsory in schooland making the three-language policy compulsory in school

curriculum, (c) stationing in all curriculum, (c) stationing in all government offices of Tagovernment offices of Tamil-mil-

speaking officers at all times and bilingual officers in policespeaking officers at all times and bilingual officers in police

stations on a 24-hour basis, (d) designing a proactive policystations on a 24-hour basis, (d) designing a proactive policy

to encourage mixed schools to serve chilto encourage mixed schools to serve children from differentdren from different

ethnic and religious backgrounds, (e) engagement with ‘hostileethnic and religious backgrounds, (e) engagement with ‘hostile

diaspora groups’ constructively and address their concerns,diaspora groups’ constructively and address their concerns,

(f) singing of the nati(f) singing of the national anthem both in Sinonal anthem both in Sinhalese and Tamilhalese and Tamil

languages, to the same tune, (g) strict enforcement of thelanguages, to the same tune, (g) strict enforcement of the

law prohibiting hate speech which would contribute tolaw prohibiting hate speech which would contribute to

communal disharmony, and (h) declaration of a separate evencommunal disharmony, and (h) declaration of a separate eventt

and date to express solidarity and empathy with all victims of and date to express solidarity and empathy with all victims of 

the conflict.the conflict.

The reactions to the LLRC report have been mixed. Indeed,The reactions to the LLRC report have been mixed. Indeed,

opinion became sharply polarized between the governmentopinion became sharply polarized between the government

and its supporters on the one hand, and critics of theand its supporters on the one hand, and critics of the

government and the LLRC on the other. While the governmentgovernment and the LLRC on the other. While the government

and its spokesmen saw the report as showing the wayand its spokesmen saw the report as showing the way

forward, external critics were quick to highlight itsforward, external critics were quick to highlight its

inadequacies and shortcomings. The strongest reaction cameinadequacies and shortcomings. The strongest reaction came

from the TNA, the main Tamil parliamentary party. R.from the TNA, the main Tamil parliamentary party. R.

Sambanthan, the TNA leader, described the LLRC report asSambanthan, the TNA leader, described the LLRC report as

having “categorically fail[ed] to effectively and meaningfullyhaving “categorically fail[ed] to effectively and meaningfully

deal with issues of accountability”(The Hindu,19 Dec, 2007)deal with issues of accountability”(The Hindu,19 Dec, 2007)

(The Hindu, (The Hindu, 19, December, 2011) The TNA’19, December, 2011) The TNA’s response s response waswas

specifically critical of the report’s finding that the governmentspecifically critical of the report’s finding that the government

security forces had given the highest priority to security forces had given the highest priority to the protectionthe protection

of civilians in their offensive against the LTTE. The reportof civilians in their offensive against the LTTE. The report

also concluded that the security forces had not deliberatelyalso concluded that the security forces had not deliberately

targeted civilians in the No-Fire Zones during the last phasetargeted civilians in the No-Fire Zones during the last phase

of the war. This finding went against the assertions made inof the war. This finding went against the assertions made in

the UN panel report as well as the position taken by thethe UN panel report as well as the position taken by the

TNA and international human rights organizations. The TNATNA and international human rights organizations. The TNA

renewed its call for a full investigation of “the allegations of renewed its call for a full investigation of “the allegations of 

war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by bowar crimes and crimes against humanity committed by bothth

the Tamil Tigers and the government forces.”the Tamil Tigers and the government forces.”

The initial reactions from western countries were somewhatThe initial reactions from western countries were somewhat

cautious, but skeptical. Lady Cathericautious, but skeptical. Lady Catherine Ashton, the EU’ne Ashton, the EU’s Highs High

Representative for Foreign Affairs, in a statement issued onRepresentative for Foreign Affairs, in a statement issued on

16 December 2011, expressed the hope that the report woul16 December 2011, expressed the hope that the report wouldd

“contribute to the process of reconciliation” in Sri Lanka.“contribute to the process of reconciliation” in Sri Lanka.

She also encouraged the Sri Lankan government to “engagShe also encouraged the Sri Lankan government to “engagee

with the UN Secretary General and the relevant UN bodies”with the UN Secretary General and the relevant UN bodies”

on the issue of accountability.on the issue of accountability.11  India too expressed a  India too expressed a

somewhat similar hope, but stressed issues of reconciliationsomewhat similar hope, but stressed issues of reconciliation

and devolutioand devolution. A n. A spokesman of the Externspokesman of the External Afal Affairs Ministryfairs Ministry

expressed the hope that the Sri Lankan government wouldexpressed the hope that the Sri Lankan government would

“act decisively and with vision” on devolution “act decisively and with vision” on devolution of powers andof powers and

national reconciliation. India also stressed the importance of national reconciliation. India also stressed the importance of 

putting in place “an putting in place “an independent and credible mechanism” toindependent and credible mechanism” to

investigate allegations of human rights violations, as broughtinvestigate allegations of human rights violations, as brought

out by the LLRC.out by the LLRC. ((Sunday Times,Sunday Times, 26 Dec, 2011). 26 Dec, 2011).

(T(To be Continued,. o be Continued,. VVol. 6 ol. 6 No. 5)No. 5)

EndnotesEndnotes
11 Statement by the spokesperson for EU High Representative Statement by the spokesperson for EU High Representative

Catherine Ashton on the publication of the report of Sri Lanka’sCatherine Ashton on the publication of the report of Sri Lanka’s

Lesson Learnt and ReconLesson Learnt and Reconciliation Commission. Available on http:/ ciliation Commission. Available on http:/ 

 /www /www.consilium.europa.eu.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Da/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdta/docs/pressdata/EN/ ata/EN/ 

foraff/127030.pdf.foraff/127030.pdf.
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